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March 2018: Stock Indices are fulfilling much of
what has been projected for the first half of 2018.
They perpetuated ~5-month & ~10-month low-low(high) Cycle Progressions by peaking in late-Jan. 2018
and then plummeted to multi-month support, downside
targets & wave objectives.

With their corresponding weekly trends only turning neutral, they are projecting a rally back toward their
highs (with some indexes likely to set new highs) - leadJuly ‘17 IT excerpt.............................10
ing into late-June/early-July 2018. In the interim,
there is still the risk for additional spike lows in lateMarch 2018 - the culmination of monthly & yearly cycles that have been discussed for over a year.

Jan. ‘18 IT excerpt..........................7 - 9

That is also the likely time for the culmination of a Decennial Cycle sell-off - since several indices have
initially fulfilled the 10 - 20% objective for that pattern. The Dow Jones Transports - as is often the case are providing some leading signals, bottoming during a consistent 12-week cycle in early-Feb. and projecting a subsequent low in early-May (12 weeks later) as part of the developing moves into June/July 2018.
The following is a reprint of recent analysis, to bring newer readers up to speed...

Outlook 2018 - 2019
Creeping Inflation?
02-28-18 - Most of the discussions in this opening section have one primary purpose: To demonstrate the unique & varied appearance and application of cycles. And in almost all of those instances, the
ultimate goal is to apply that discussion to the markets.
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The recent focus on fractals, from a relatively
large-scale perspective, is an attempt to illustrate on another level - what is seen in the markets on a
daily & weekly basis. Often, the daily cycles are
presaging a pattern or sequence developing in
weekly cycles.

INSIIDE Track Report

advance - was projected to begin in late-2017 and
move these markets higher into 2018. (See previous INSIIDE Tracks for diagrams of these wave
structures in Gold.)
And this (2018 - 2019) is when those uptrends
are expected to unfold with greater conviction - reflecting the developing inflation that has been
steadily building.

Towards the culmination of a trend, it is often
the opposite - the daily cycles and market action
might be mimicking something recently observed in
weekly cycles and on the weekly charts.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, there are
much larger-degree social & geopolitical fractals
(multi-decade, multi-century & multi-millennial cycles) that are nearing a critical inflection point - that
dovetails perfectly with what the markets have been
projecting for 2018 - 2021 and more specifically for
2018 - 2019.

Fractals are not just seen in cycle analysis but
also in price action. That is best demonstrated by
the structure of a standard Elliott Wave sequence
(in which smaller-degree waves ultimately combine
to form a larger-degree wave, with both degrees of
wave having a similar pattern). For further study on
that topic, The Elliott Wave Principle remains the
premier text.

Jan/Feb. 2017 - 70-Year Cycle Review
Potentially the most significant of those has to
do with Middle East Cycles and Middle East events.

That has been - and is expected to be - the
case in diverse markets including Gold, certain
grains, oil markets and even currencies,

As I have stressed before, anyone skeptical of
the applicability of those cycles needs only to look
at the 1970’s to see what happened to the value of
the US Dollar, the price of metals, oil & most commodities and the value of equities as upheaval
overtook the Middle East (with two oil embargoes,
two major wars in 1973 & 1980 and a culturalshifting Islamic Revolution pocketed in between).

In the case of inflation-oriented markets
(grains, metals, oil), they have been projected to
see developing ‘1 - 2’ waves (advance followed by
lesser decline) on multiple levels - beginning with
the larger-magnitude waves and then progressing
toward smaller-magnitude waves.
In the case of Gold, it experienced a largescale ’1 - 2’ wave sequence in 2016, rallying from
its late-2015 low into a mid-2016 peak and then
back to a slightly higher low in late-2016.

For over two decades, I have detailed uncanny cycles governing the Middle East, Israel and
often Jerusalem (the focal point of three major religions and the cause of much Middle East angst).

That pattern was forecast to be generally repeated in 2017, as a lesser-magnitude ’1 - 2’ (of a
larger-magnitude ’3’ or ’C’ wave advance) slowly
evolves - creating another rally and subsequent
drop to a higher low.

Those cycles projected specific ‘events’ in
2001 (War Cycles converging in Aug. - Oct. 2001),
in 2007/2008 (economic & oil cycles), 2010/2011
(’kingdom’
overthrow
cycles),
2017/2018
(Jerusalem ‘liberation’ cycles), 2018 - 2021 (Middle
East Unification Cycles) and 2027/2028.

At the same time, grains & oil markets were
unfolding in related progressions.

One of the MANY cycles converging in the
current time period is the 70-Year Cycle. That cy-

The next phase - a ’1 - 2’ of a ’3 of 3’ wave
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cle hearkens back to the period between 1945-1949 - a global-aligning period that witnessed the
culmination of World War II and another realignment
of nations & alliances in Europe, Asia & the Middle
East.
It also timed the lowest level of US interest
rates in a century (in 1946) - projecting a similar rate
bottom for 2016 (inflation to follow).
1948 - 1949, the culmination of the prior 70Year Cycle experienced the most intense alignment
of global-dividing & global-uniting events in modern
history.

of the world.

These included the founding of global-uniting
organizations (Treaty of Brussels & Hague Congress - forerunners to European Union, World Council of Churches, GATT, UDHR, etc.) & the ultimate
global-unifying event - the introduction of the transistor, ushering in the computer age.

In other words, this 70-Year Cycle has been
timing decisive Middle East events in Israel, Jerusalem & Judaism for centuries. (It also timed the 70Year Babylonian Exile of Israel in ancient times.)
2018 is the next phase of that 70-Year Cycle with the ultimate focus on Jerusalem.

It also included the Berlin Blockade - the onset
of the Cold War - and the split of China/Taiwan as
well as the split of Korea. All of those events served
to unify large global alliances on opposing sides.

The 70-Year Cycle is a Cycle of Kings and a
cycle of governments or leaders. In the modern
age, that could also apply to ‘leaders’ in global governing or influence.

The repercussions are still being felt today. In
fact, recent events are triggering subsequent
phases of those 1948 - 1949 events - in another
application of events „casting their shadows ahead‟.

With all that said, and these cycles focused on
2018 documented for over 20 years, is it just coincidence that VP Pence just announced the expedited
schedule for moving the US Embassy to Jerusalem.
It is now on tap to be moved in May 2018 - EXACTLY 70 years from the founding of Israel.

And speaking of presaging events, 1948 also
timed the founding of the nation of Israel unifying an
ancient people & religion AND dividing the globe
along polarized ideological lines.

What could more quickly unify the Middle East
than that? And what could be used to diminish US
influence in global affairs, more than that?

Israel’s rebirth in 1948 arrived an exact 70Year Cycle from the founding of Petah Tikva in 1878
- a settlement by Orthodox Jews in Israel that led to
5 Jewish Aliyahs (immigration to Israel from around
the globe) over the ensuing 60 years.

Watch for Middle East & global ‘push-back’,
including attempts to internationalize Jerusalem. It
is equally intriguing that this coincides with critical
cycles in the Dollar, Gold, Oil & at least some equities. More to follow... IT

That 1878 settlement was an exact 70-Year
Cycle from the Perushim immigration to Jerusalem
in 1808… to set up Jerusalem as the Torah center
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February low could have perpetuated another 10month low - low cycle and ushered in a new bullish
period. The weekly trend patterns and the 6 - 12
month wave patterns corroborate that… to a point.

STOCK INDICES
02/28/18 - Stock indexes initially fulfilled the
latest phase of the 5-month Cycle Progression that
has governed them since late-2014. Since bottoming in Aug. 2017, that Cycle Progression has been
in a positive phase - ultimately entering an accelerated phase in mid-Nov. 2017.

Those factors did portend a subsequent
bounce that could take equities back to their highs.
On their own, however, they do not forecast anything more than that.

That, along with the over-arching 10-month
Cycle Progression, propelled stocks higher into late
-Jan. 2018… and was immediately followed by a
quick sharp correction. In the process, two critical
events occurred:

Also, a perpetuation of a low - low cycle does
not automatically become a bullish factor. Markets
also trade in descending low - low cycles during a
primary bear market.

1 - The indexes generated multiple neutral
signals against their prevailing weekly uptrends but
did NOT turn those weekly trends down. (They
need weekly closes below 23,360/DJIA, 2532.5/
ESM & 6187/NQM to reverse those trends down.)

So, the Feb. low could hold for 1 - 2 months as equities vacillate in their Jan./Feb. trading range
- but then give way to lower lows in 2Q 2018. That
would then be expected to lead to subsequent lows
in July & Dec. 2018 (5 & 10 months after the Feb.
‘18 low).

2 - They dropped right to their Nov. ‘17 lows the „4th wave of lesser degree support‟ on a 6 - 12
month basis - and initially held.

The second point has to do with diverging cycles. When multiple cycles (of varied magnitude)
converge in a 1 - 2 period window (1 - 2 months,
weeks, days, etc.), they usually merge and create
one prominent high or low. That turning point fulfills
all of the cycles since it occurs within a normal margin of error for each of them.

Both of those factors leave open the potential
for a rally back to the Jan. highs. With these vulnerable periods consistently linked to 10 - 15% corrections, the fact that many indices dropped about
12 - 13% also fulfills the initial downside objective.

However, there are times when that 2-period
window - in this case that refers to a 2-month window of time - could fulfill separate cycles and produce two turning points.

While these factors do NOT remove the potential for future drops to new 2018 lows, they do/
did usher in the period for some consolidation - to
allow both the Jan. cycle high and the Feb. cycle
low to hold for (a minimum of) 2 - 4 weeks.

That could be a 1 - 2 month high AND a 1 - 2
month low. Or, it could even be two diverging 1 - 2
month highs (or lows) - in which certain markets
spike to new extremes while related ones do not.

Cycles & Inversions
A question that periodically arises is worth readdressing at this time. Simply put:

Corroborating Factors

“Could the February low have perpetuated a
low - low cycle (instead of inverting & timing a high)
and forecast a subsequent, multi-month advance?”

There are many corroborating factors - including more precise cycles and/or market action in
related indexes - that also provide important clues.
The DJTA has been one of those factors for many
years, often producing leading indicators & cycles.

In this case, there is more than one answer to
that question. The simple answer is ‘Yes’. The
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Most recently, the Transports peaked in midJan and quickly triggered a 2 - 3 week sell signal.
Based on multiple daily & weekly cycles, as well as
the weekly trend pattern, that projected a drop into
Feb. 7 - 14.

and ushered in a multi-week period of congestion.
As already explained, the weekly trends would
need to turn down in order to extend these declines
(in all the indexes) and elevate that overall correction to the next higher level.

That was the latest phase of an 11 - 12 week
cycle that has governed it since its Jan. 2016 low.
That multi-year (Jan. ’16) low was followed by subsequent lows - 11, 12 & 11 weeks later (low-lowlow-low Cycle Progression) before rallying for 12
weeks and then setting a subsequent high, 12
weeks after that - in Feb. 2017.

Until that occurs, the 3 - 6 month trend has
NOT turned down and these weekly trend patterns
could spur a rally to new highs...
One other note with regard to the Transports.
As discussed before, they have adhered to the
‘cleanest’ wave structure in the advance since Jan.
2016. As a result, they are also pinpointing where
a larger-degree correction is likely targeted… and
where it could find critical support...

The cycle reset, with the Transports declining
and then setting a subsequent low (high-low-low) in
Aug. 2017.

There are multiple timing tools (waves, cycles,
retracements, etc.) that reinforce the aforementioned 11 - 12 week cycle and its next occurrence
in May 2018. All of those factors are also projecting an important (multi-month) low in May 2018.

12 weeks later, they set another low in Nov.
2017.
12 weeks after that Nov. low was Feb. 5 - 9,
2018 - exactly when the latest low was set.

Global Indices

The weekly trend (which requires a weekly
close below 9806/DJTA to turn down) will determine what to expect from the next phase of that
~12-week Cycle Progression - in early-May 2018.

02/28/18 - China’s Shanghai Composite
peaked in late-Jan. 2018 - the latest phase of a ~2year low (Jan. ‘14) - low (Jan. ‘16) - high (Jan. ‘18)
Cycle Progression and an intervening ~1-year/360degree low (Jan. ‘14) - low (Jan. ‘15) - low (Jan.
‘16) - low (Jan. ‘17) - high (Jan. ‘18) Cycle Progression - as illustrated in the accompanying diagram.

And that segues into a decisive indicator that
helped pinpoint Feb. 5 - 9 for a DJTA low - the
weekly trend indicator.
While selling off, the DJTA twice neutralized
its weekly uptrend, leading into that week. That
pattern usually creates a spike low & reversal
higher in the ensuing week - which was Feb. 5 - 9,
in this case.
There were other factors corroborating that.
While culminating that initial decline, the Transports
dropped right to their weekly HLS (extreme weekly
downside target) on Feb. 9 and held that support.
It also spiked to a significant new low but could not
close below the previous low.
Similar to what was experienced in the other
indices, this price action signaled an initial bottom
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crucial, 1 - 2 year support at 2950 - 2970 as it
was turning its weekly 21 MAC back down.

STOXX 50: 2016 - 2018

[That range includes the Jan. ’17 & Aug. ’17
lows - the 2017 double bottom - and the April &
May 2016 peaks, a critical level of wave
„resistance turned into support‟.]
It spiked to a new 13-month low, erasing all
the gains of 2017 in a mere 12 trading days.
That exhausted the latest wave of selling…

2950 - 2970

March 2018 - Equity markets, as well as
energy & metals, have entered a volatile period
when successive cycle highs & lows are expected to trigger wild swings while preventing
new sustained trends from taking hold.

Since its early-2016 low, the Shanghai Comp.
was only able to recoup about 1/3 of what was lost
in mid-2015 - early-2016. And then, in a mere two
weeks’ time, it plummeted back to its Jan. 2017 low.

In late-2017/early-2018, corresponding
‘inflationary’ markets are moving in tandem with
equities - with both precious metals & energy markets fulfilling late-Jan. cycle peaks and corresponding corrections. Intermediate cycle lows (earlyMay) and highs (late-May - mid-June) could overlap equity moves.

Put another way, the Shanghai Composite
took an entire year (52 weeks) to gain ~600 points
and only 2 weeks to lose all those gains.
To place that in a larger context, the Shanghai
Comp completed a 2-year advance of ~1,000 points
- broken down into a precise, 360-degree low (Jan.
‘16) - low (Jan. ‘17) - high (Jan. ’18) Cycle Progression that also includes preceding lows in Jan. ’15 &
Jan. ’14 - and corrected ~60% of that 2-year, 105week advance… in ONLY 2 weeks!

In the meantime, grain markets were/are forecast to see substantial surges during the first 5 - 6
months of 2018 - as a precursor to what is forecast
for 2019. These ‘inflationary’ expectations, since
they are not of an extreme nature, are positives for
stocks and could help support equities in 2Q 2018.
Both domestic & global equities have been
projecting sharp corrections to (initially) culminate in
late-March 2018 - so the coming weeks could be
decisive. As long as the weekly trends remain positive, domestic indexes are likely to then move
gradually higher into late-June/early-July 2018.

...The level to watch in the Shanghai is around
3200. That is where its first rebound (from the early
-2016 bottom) peaked and it is where three sell-offs
(since Nov. 2016) have bottomed. If/when that support is broken, it should trigger acceleration...

www.insiidetrack.com
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Jan. 2018 INSIIDE Track Excerpt

STOCK INDICES
01/05/18 - As the „Transition Year‟ of 2017 fades into history, it is important to take stock (pun intended)
of where equity markets stand… and what is expected in the coming months & years. 2017 was expected to
be the culmination of diverse bullish cycles and to transition into a period (2018 - 2019… potentially stretching
into 2022) when equity markets would encounter greater challenges.
From a very broad perspectives, the 40-Year Cycle was factored into this analysis. This has been one of
the most consistent cycles throughout America’s history (though it also has a larger margin of error) - timing
major Currency Wars and related economic stresses every 40 years.

40-Year Cycle
Due to its magnitude, the 40-Year Cycle is the hardest to pinpoint the timing of individual components
since they alternate their sequence during each successive phase. In some phases, a gold & silver challenge
occurred in the first half (the ‘3’ year into the ‘7’ year; e.g. 1853 - 1857) while in others it has been concentrated in the second half (the ‘7’ year into the ‘1’ year of the ensuing decade).
In some of the 40-Year Cycle phases, a large economic panic and/or stock market decline occurred in the
first half (1893 & 1973) while during other phases that decline has been in the second half (1819 - 1821, 1857
- 1861). More recently, there have been a pair of stresses every 40 years - with the second usually not as intense as the first:
-- Panic of 1819 followed a loose then tight credit policy after chartering of 2nd Bank of U.S.
-- Panic of 1857 began in late-1857 and stretched into 1861 (Civil War spurred recovery). The economy
was looking great in the 1850’s, right through the middle of 1857. The markets (railroad stocks, in particular)
peaked in the 2nd half 1857. Credit tightening in 2Q 1858 exacerbated newly declining market.
-- Panic of 1896, economic downturn with double-digit unemployment into 1898. This panic followed a
larger one in the preceding years and set a pattern for the ensuing phases of the 40YC.
-- 1937 - 1942 witnessed another serious stock market decline (the second worst of the 20th century;
more than 50% drop) - a decline that remained within the range of the previous drop.
-- 1977 - 1980 (with secondary low in 1982) witnessed a series of three stock market corrections - ranging from 15 - 30% - an overall pullback that remained within the range of the previous drop.
-- 2017 - 2020/22 is expected to act similar (history rhymes but does not repeat) to those three previous
phases of the 40-Year Cycle - experiencing at least one, and probably multiple, declines of 15 - 30% at some
point in that cyclic downturn. In each case, this correction was not as severe as one that had immediately preceded it, which is why 2017 - 2022 is more likely to resemble 1977 - 1982.
The part that holds the most consistent similarity is the timing for the eventual (secondary) bottom - in the
‘2’ year of the ensuing decade. That has been the case in recent phases (1982 & 1942) and in the initial
phases (1782 & 1822). So, even though the sell-offs varied (‘7’, ’8’ or ’9’ year), the next up cycle always began
in the ensuing ‘2’ year. It is vital to remember this is a very broad & general expectation that requires honing,
validation & confirmation by corresponding price action.
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Jan. 2018 INSIIDE Track Excerpt

17-Year Cycle
Another large-scale cycle that overlaps some of that 40-Year Cycle analysis comes from the 17-Year Cycle. This cycle projected a sharp correction in the middle of 2015 (linked to similar drops in 1998 & 1981), followed by a rally into 2017.
The 17-Year Cycle has created a textbook Cycle Progression dating back to lows in 1898, 1915 & the
Great Depression low of 1932. One more low completed the lower half of that Cycle Progression (low-low-lowlow) in 1949, before it inverted to begin a series of 4 successive highs.
The first three arrived in 1966, 1983 & 2000 and set the stage for a culminating peak in 2017. That 17Year Cycle anticipates a down year in 2018 and some carry-over selling into 2019.
Based on that cycle, the first potential for a peak came in March 2017, but could only usher in an intermediate correction before monthly cycles - stemming from more current analysis - bottomed in April 2017. (April
& Sept. 2017 were projected to time the two most important lows in 2017.)
By extending this rally into year-end, the equity markets have cast some doubt on the ongoing validity of
this cycle. At the very least, that action has extended the cycle a little beyond its normal duration. However,
there are still enough factors corroborating the outlook for 2018 - 2019 - and into 2022 - that it could simply be
pushing the culminating uptrend to the extreme.
[There is an overlapping 34-Year Cycle - previously discussed in 2007 when anticipating a decline like
1973 - 1974 - that timed 1Q peaks in 1966 & 2000. The intervening 1983 peak came in Nov. ‘83 - Jan. ‘84. If
2017 follows that pattern, and coincides with several global index cycles that did not peak until 4Q 2017, it
could be forming a multi-month top in this time frame. The expectation for this phase also follows the 34-Year
Cycle in which the dramatic moves surrounded the 1932 low, 1966 high & 2000 high. 1949 & 1983 were
lesser events, correlating to 2017.]
It is again vital to keep this broader cycle in proper perspective and look for validation & confirmation by
corresponding price action.

10-Year Cycle & Decennial Cycle
The Decennial Cycle is another multi-year cycle that is more general in nature & anticipated an important
peak in the ’7’ year and an ensuing sell-off in part of the ’7’ year and then the ’8’ year. Within that period, the
July - Oct./Nov. period was a historic ‘danger period’ (with Jan. - March of the ‘8’ year timing an ensuing danger period).
Here again, domestic equity markets could not muster anything more than a moderate correction during
that July - Oct./Nov. period - with price action only signaling a 2 - 4 week decline. (The DJ Transports were the
one exception, triggering three successive 8 - 10% declines in March - May, July - Aug. & Oct. - Nov. 2017.)
When the July - Oct./Nov. danger period lapsed - in the first half of Nov. ‘17 - it removed any near-term
pressure from the markets and ushered in the latest surge.
Overlapping this Decennial Cycle was a more classic 10-Year Cycle that produced multi-year lows in 4Q
1987 & 4Q 1997 and then inverted to create a multi-year peak in 4Q 2007. That low-low-high-(high) Cycle
Progression projected an ensuing peak for 4Q 2017.
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7-Year Crash Cycles & Cycle Lows
One of the most significant contrasting cycles was/is the 7-Year Crash Cycle (and its 14-Year Crash Cycle multiple) - a recurring cycle that times equity declines of 30 - 50% & ensuing lows.
It was forecast to time a multi-year peak in late-2014 and an ensuing drop into 2016 (when a related 7Year & 14-Year Cycle Low - linking decisive lows in 2009, 2002, 1988, 1974 & 1932 - was projected to time a
multi-year low).
While this decline was not as pervasive as some, it triggered 30 - 50% (up to 70 - 80% in some cases)
equity declines in many sectors - including oil & energy, metals & mining, agriculture, air & transportation,
chemical, retail, shipping & even key tech stocks like HP, Seagate, Western Digital, Micron, Yahoo & Applied
Materials.
It also timed crashing global equity markets, most notably that in China. The majority of those declines
culminated in 1Q 2016 - exactly 7 years from the 1Q 2009 equity bottom.
That was/is one pair of multi-year cycles that turned positive in 2016 and do not anticipate a similar Crash
Cycle until 2021 - 2023.
One impending aspect of this 7-Year Cycle is its midpoint - a 3.5-Year Cycle. ~3.5 years before the
3Q/4Q 2007 peak was an intervening high in 1Q 2004. ~3.5 years after the 3Q/4Q 2007 peak - and ~3.5
years before the late-2014 cycle high - was a secondary high in 2Q 2011. ~3.5 years after the 4Q 2014 cycle
peak is 2Q 2018.
As the markets entered 2017, two decisive monthly cycles were identified & cited - for April & Sept. 2017
- when the pivotal lows of 2017 were expected. Overlapping monthly cycles - in some Indexes - added a third
important time for a pivotal low - in late-June 2017...
Looking ahead into 2018, an important low has been expected in March 2018... However, the most significant bottom is likely to wait until late-year - expected in 4Q 2018. That is the latest phase of a ~3.25 year
(12 - 13 quarters) low-low cycle that has timed important lows in 3Q 2002, 4Q 2005, 1Q 2009, 2Q 2012 & 3Q
2015. The next phase comes into play in 4Q 2018.
As these competing cycles unfold, price action needs to be the discerning factor. The equity markets
have exceeded the three longest-duration cycle peaks (40, 17 & 10-Year Cycles) by at least a month - stretching their advances into Jan. 2018.
From a wave perspective, most indexes continue to show an evolving - and accelerating - 5th of 5th of
5th wave advance. While that has not yet triggered any convincing signs of a larger-degree peak, it does provide some expectations for what should follow that ultimate top. IT
March 2018 - Stock indexes fulfilled their ~5-month & ~10-month Cycle Progressions by peaking in lateJan. 2018 and then entering a sharp correction. Their weekly trends have remained constructive and projecting a rally back toward their highs - leading into the next phase of the ~5-month cycle in late-June/early-July
2018. In the interim, a spike low is still very likely in late-March 2018 - the culmination of monthly & yearly
cycles in domestic and European equity markets. The mid-point of the recurring 7-Year Cycle - which has created a recurring 3.5-Year Cycle - comes into play in 2Q 2018 and could time an important peak.
IT
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July 2017 INSIIDE Track Excerpt

STOXX 50 INDEX CYCLES
06/29/17 - The Euro Stoxx 50 Index is an intriguing index in many respects. Its wave structure, price patterns & cycles all provide some clear conclusions. For starters, there are some multi-year cycles that provide a
similar conclusion to domestic indices - all projecting an important cyclic low in/around March 2018. The Stoxx
50 has a similar 9-year high (March 2000)--low (March 2009)--low (March 2018) Cycle Progression.
That is reinforced by a potential 50% retracement in time, projected for March/April 2018 (6 years up/3
years down). Since suffering a ~30% drop in 2015/2016, the Stoxx 50 has rebounded .618 of that decline identifying an ideal price zone at which to set a peak. It attacked that level at the same time it was reaching its
2017 SPR (projected resistance for the year) - at 3278 (its intraday high was 3279)...
Following that peak, the Stoxx 50 turned its weekly trend down and then entered the customary 1--3 week
bounce. It tested its new weekly trend resistance & is reversing lower, corroborating the overall outlook… If the
May 2017 peak remains intact, this index would maintain the potential for successive declines of similar duration
- with a bottom anticipated for March 2018 (10 months each, April ‘15--Feb. ‘16 & May ‘17--March ‘18). The
Stoxx 50 is already validating the May ‘17 peak and is poised to flatten and/or reverse lower its monthly 21 MAC
in July 2017. Its monthly trend pattern is also projecting a minimum 2--3 month decline.
All of this is further validating the 2Q 2015 peak (the third lower peak in a succession of highs) that perpetuated a 30--31 quarter low (3Q ‘84*)-- high/low (2Q/3Q ‘92*)--high (1Q ‘00)-- high (3Q ‘07)--high (1Q/2Q ‘15)
Cycle Progression with uncanny precision. [*Pre-2000 swings are measured with data from FTSE, since even
DAX was dealing with pre- & post- German unification.]
That same 7.5--7.75 year cycle projects a subsequent low for late-2022, the same time the 40-Year Cycle
portends the next multi-decade bottom (1942, 1982, 2022).
March 2018 - The Stoxx 50 Index is reinforcing what other indices are projecting - a multi-month/multiquarter bottom in late-March 2018. It set a double top in late-Jan. ’18 and has plummeted to major support where a bottom could take hold. The monthly trend pattern should determine what to expect next. IT
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
#1 - Monthly newsletter with periodic Special Reports (no Intra-Month Updates):
#2 - Monthly newsletter plus Intra-Month Updates:

____ $179 per yr. (12 issues)
____ $297 per yr. (12 issues & 12 months)

PO Box 2252 • Naperville IL 60567 • 630-637-0967 • 630-637-0971 (fx) • INSIIDE@aol.com • ww.insiidetrack.com
HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR
IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS
OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL
TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF
FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF
TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
THERE ARE MANY OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED
FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS -- ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.
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